
2023 YAC Needs Assessment Results

Q1: Which of the following do you consider to be some of the most pressing
issues in our community that need to be addressed? (Select as many as you'd
like)



Q2: Is there another issue that you feel we have not addressed above that you
would like to see measured?

Lack of entertaining things to do outside of ones own home
Domestic Abuse
Post Covid -19 debriefing and returning to a new "normal"
Vaping and Marijuana use in Teens
Marijuana accessibility for Teens
Effects of Social Media on Teens
Rape and Sexual Assault among teens and the homeless
How teachers and school staff treat students
College preparedness
Finding proper help for those with disabilities
Equity 
Address the importance of having healthy relationships in between youth
Roads and cost of living
Teen relationships and domestic abuse
Public Display of Affection in schools
Academic variety for different learning styles and openness to different learning
methods
Inappropriate pictures and videos sent through messaging and social media
Work/school balance for students who work after school
Lack of conservative programs
Teachers who do not care
Lack of teaching skills about life and taxes
Sexual Assault, Rape, and Bullying not being taken seriously or being handled
the appropriate way
Funds for schools
Religion hare
Lack of higher-level academic opportunities
Lack of training for school employees on spotting abuse, bullying, harassment,
taunting and more
Child trafficking



Q3: Out of the selected answers above, what are your top 2 most important
issues that you feel have the most impact on your community?



Q4: Please check all the activities below that you feel are valuable to teens in
your community.

Q5: What school district do you most identify as belonging to?



Q6: What grade is the person providing answers for this survey in?

Q7: What is your gender?

Q7: What is your ethnicity?


